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Last week media sources 
in the United Kingdom 
and elsewhere hinted that 

Kuwait would be added to the 
UK government’s red category of 
countries, which would then place it 
among more than 40 countries that 
travelers from the UK need to avoid 
visiting as a precautionary measure 
against the COVID-19 virus. Also, 
travelers from Kuwait to the UK would 
then have to spend a mandatory 10-
day period in hotel quarantine on 
their arrival.

Luckily, Kuwait has not been 
added to the list and the UK embassy 
in Kuwait released a statement 
saying that “rumours circulated 

about Kuwait going to the Red list 
were inaccurate. Kuwait remains on 
the  amber list. There have been no 
changes on Kuwait’s status since.”

In view of the large influx of 
visitors from Kuwait to Britain each 
summer, placing Kuwait in the 
red light category with the aim of 
regulating their entry to the UK as a 
precautionary measure would have 
been an understandable step. What 
is less comprehensible is warning 
travelers from the UK about choosing 
Kuwait as their travel destination. 
In the first place, the relevance of 
this warning fades given that only 
Kuwaitis and their first-degree 
relatives are currently allowed to enter 
Kuwait. Moreover, even before the 
eruption of COVID-19 crisis, very few 
British travelers considered Kuwait as 
a travel destination of choice.

Official travel data from the UK 
government show that around 10,000 
people from the UK visited Kuwait in 
2019. While at first glance this would 

appear to be a relatively fair number of 
visitors, it is worth noting that many of 
the visitors are spouses or children of 
the nearly 8,000 Britishers employed 

in Kuwait. Prior to the pandemic, and 
even much earlier, inbound tourism to 
Kuwait was a sluggish sector, with only 
an insignificant number of arrivals 
compared to many other countries 
worldwide, and even in the region. 

The majority of tourists to Kuwait 
arrived from Saudi Arabia and other 
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) states, 
with most of this travel consisting 
of business trips and people visiting 
their families. According to data from 
the United Nations World Travel 
Organization (UNWTO), inbound 
tourism netted Kuwait a total of 
$1.8 billion in 2019, with per arrival 
spending a mere $137 during their 
stay. Both in terms of total revenue 
earned from inbound tourism, and in 
individual tourist spending, Kuwait 
ranked the lowest among GCC states. 
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The government is reported to 
be considering several measures 
to relax restrictions, in view of 

the improvements in epidemiological 
conditions and increased pace of 
vaccinations in recent weeks. 

Some of the measures being 
contemplated include permitting 
businesses to remain open until 10pm, 
two hours beyond the current deadline of 
8pm. The Ministry of Health had voiced its 
concern over extending the operating times 
of commercial complexes and restaurants 
to 11pm, as had been suggested earlier.

The ministry had planned a surge to 
its vaccination drive by vaccinating over 
350,000 people with the second dose of 
Oxford-AstraZeneca vaccine in two weeks. 
However, this plan has suffered a slight 
setback with a delay in the arrival of the 
latest batch of the vaccine.

For its part, the Directorate General Civil 
Aviation (DGCA) is reported to be holding 
discussions on the requests submitted by 
several airlines to start the operation of 
flights from16 destinations. With summer 

holidays and travel season approaching, 
airlines are understandably eager to resume 
operations to popular tourism destinations 
from Kuwait, including many in Europe.  

At present, only a few flights arrive or 
depart from Kuwait International Airport, as 
the DGCA has put a ceiling of 5,000 on the 
number of passengers arriving daily. So far, 
only limited airlines have been arriving and 
departing to and from Kuwait as the airport 
has put a 5,000 cap on passengers arriving 
daily.  A decision on resuming flights to 
select destinations is expected shortly.

Meanwhile, the Public Authority for 
Agricultural Affairs and Fish Resources 
(PAAAFR) announced that starting from 31 
May, public gardens would open for the 
public from 8am to 10pm. 

Deputy Director-General of Agriculture 
sector at PAAAFR, Eng. Ali Al-Farsi said 
that the decision to reopen all public 
gardens in all governorates, while following 
precautionary health measures, was made 
based on guidelines from the Minister of 
State for Municipality Affairs and Minister 
of State for Housing and Architectural 
Development Shayi Al-Shayi. Al-Farsi added 
that the move was intended to boost 
entertainment for families and children 
after the end of the academic year.

On a related note, the Parliamentary 
Health Committee last week approved a 
draft law to amend the Health precautions 
law for the prevention of communicable 
diseases. The amended law stipulates 
that the penalty, for not wearing masks 
and other such offenses related to 
communicable diseases, be reduced from 
the current KD100 to KD50.

Relaxation of restrictions under discussion

The Indian Embassy in association 
with the Indian Doctors Forum 

(IDF) launched a COVID-19 vaccination 
awareness program and a roundtable 
discussion labeled COVID-Plus on 31 May 
at the embassy premises.

Inaugurating the event, Indian 
Ambassador H.E. Sibi George highlighted 
the strong friendship between India and 
Kuwait and their joint action against 
the COVID-19 crisis. The ambassador 
emphasized that the awareness program 
aims to convey the message on the 
importance of COVID-19 vaccination and 
urged everyone to take the vaccination 
at the earliest opportunity presented to 
them. 

At the event, the ambassador, 
accompanied by the President of IDF, Dr. 
Amir Ahmed, and the other IDF doctors 
present, officially released an informative 
booklet containing comprehensive 
messages from Indian doctors on COVID-19 
in 14 different languages.

In addition to the printed booklet, 
the ambassador also launched a video 
message campaign on COVID-19, featuring 
short audio/video messages from the 
ambassador and Indian doctors on the 
subject of COVID-19. The objective of the 
print and the video messaging campaign 
is to dispel any misinformation/myth 

related to COVID-19 and convey a message 
from medical professionals to the Indian 
Community in Kuwait in their own mother 
tongues.

The Vaccine Awareness Campaign 
launch was followed by a COVID-Plus 
roundtable discussion featuring specialist 
doctors of IDF. The discussion was 
moderated by Dr. Ramesh Pandita, the 
Consultant Hematologist at Kuwait Cancer 
Control Centre. (KCCC). Other members 
of the doctors panel included: Dr. Usha 
Rajaram, Consultant Neonatologist, Jahra 
Hospital; Dr. Alexander Varkey, Consultant 
Internist, Sabah Hospital; Dr. Abraham 
Varghese, Consultant Oncologist, KCCC; 
Dr. Mohan Ram, Specialist Hematologist, 
KCCC; Dr. Ananthapriya Vaidya, Senior 
Registrar, and Gynecologist, Ministry 
of Health; and Dr. Roy Thamby, Senior 
Registrar, Infectious Disease Hospital.

The discussion generated tremendous 
response with hundreds of Indians from 
different walks of life participating virtually. 
The roundtable provided a unique 
opportunity for participants to listen to 
expert healthcare professionals providing 
much-needed insights on the evolving 
developments related to the ongoing 
pandemic, learning about the actual risk 
factors, and getting expert advice on the 
precautions needed. 

Indian Embassy launches
vaccination awareness program

DEEPEST SYMPATHIES
On the sad demise of

James Franco
(Calangute/Kuwait)

 Life is a series of moments.

The untimely death of Kuwait's most admired 
& respected personality will leave a deep 

vacuum in the lives of everyone around, we 
share in the grief of his passing away.

May God bless his soul with eternal life.

With deepest sympathies 
to the bereaved family.

CARMO SANTOS
PRESIDENT - GOAN CULTURAL CENTRE

KUWAIT

Citizens not keen 
to work as nurses
Only five percent of nursing staff in the 

country are citizens, said Minister of Health 
Sheikh Dr. Basel Al-Sabah in response to a 
parliamentary query last week. 

Responding to a question by MP Ahmed 
Mutia, the health minister disclosed that out 
of total of  22,462 nursing staff in the country, 
Kuwaitis formed 1.086 employees, Beidouns 
accounted for a further 530 staff, and the 
remaining 20,846 were expatriate nurses.

The minister also revealed that 2,490 nursing 
sector employees have resigned from the 

ministry since 2017. He added that the Civil 
Service Bureau has been requested to include 
masters and doctorates in the national program 
for scholarships and study leave approved by 
CSB for the years 2019 and 2020, so as to upgrade 
the level of nursing staff.
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Kuwait is finally in a top spot relative 
to its Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) 
neighbors. A recent study conducted 

by, no other than the Health Promotion 
Department at the Ministry of Health (MoH) 
in Kuwait has found that Kuwait ranks first in 
the Gulf in terms of male smoking rates. 

The study found that nearly 40 percent 
of men and 3 percent of women in Kuwait 
smoke. Revealing this, ‘nothing-to-be-proud 
of’, alarming statistics, Dr. Al-Yahya from the 
MoH added that on average smokers in the 
country start smoking at the age of 17.

Dr. Al-Yahya was speaking at a symposium 
organized last week by the Kuwait Society for 

Smoking and Cancer Control, ahead of ‘World 
No Tobacco Day’ on 31 May. During the 
meeting she noted that some kids even start 
to use cigarettes at the tender-age of 8 years. 

Elaborating on this dangerous 
phenomena, Dr. Al-Yahya said an earlier 
survey conducted on adolescents showed 
that the smoking rate among school-age 
adolescent male students in the 13-15 year-
old age bracket was 24 percent while it was 8 
percent for girls in the same age group.

She also highlighted that the 3 percent 
smoking rate among women found by the 
survey was of women smoking cigarettes, 
and that if other forms of tobacco usage 

such as hookah, was added the percentage 
would reach 5 percent, and iclimb still higher 
if electronic smoking (vaping) were included.

Pointing to some of the reasons for the 
high prevalence of smoking in Kuwait, 

Dr. Yahya said that the prices of cigarettes 

in Kuwait are among the cheapest in the GCC 
countries,and second only to that in Qatar. 
She added that annually more than KD480 
million is spent on cigarettes in Kuwait.

Smoking is reported to cause the death of 
49 out of every 100,000 males in the country, 
which is again the highest rate in the GCC, 
and has been among the highest risk factors 
for morbidity and premature death in Kuwait.

She urged the authorities to introduce 
selective tax laws on tobacco products so as 
to raise the price of these products, which 
could lead to a reduction in consumption, 
especially among children who are the future 
of this country.

Prevalence of tobacco use highest in Kuwait

Ricky Laxa
Staff Writer

Welfare Officer Atty. Llewelyn Perez, from 
the Philippines Overseas Workers Welfare 

Administration (OWWA) warned household 
workers not to engage in residency trade, or pay 
cash in exchange for release from employer, and 
attempt to work outside with illegal companies 
while still on Article 20 visa. Such activities are 
not permitted under Kuwait laws, and visa 20 
holders caught engaging in this unlawful way 
will face legal repercussions, along with the 
involved employers. 

There have been several cases where Filipino 
household helpers, urged by illegal recruiters 
promising transfer to Article 18 visa, as well as 

better and more stable salaries, have escaped 
from their employers’ house but end up being 
abused, exploited, and forced to work long 
working hours and face nonpayment of salaries. 

There are also cases where employers. who 
demand high prices in exchange for a release, 
allow workers to perform outside work for fees. 
In addition, there are cases where, when an 
employee requests to leave or transfer work from 
a company, they demand large amounts ranging 
from KD750 to KD1,500, placing the worker with 
no choice but to continue working for the same 
company.

“I currently work for a company and I wanted 
to leave and transfer to work for another with 
better and stable work but my current employer 
refuses unless I pay KD1,500,’’ said Eliza, a worker 

in Kuwait. She told The Times Kuwait that their 
jobs are on call and salary is meager and hardly 
sufficient to support her family. She would still 
like to stay and work in Kuwait, but for better 
income. Eliza sought the assistance of OWWA 
and officers explained to her the repercussions 
of her actions.

Atty. Perez added that many regret leaving 
their household jobs and in some cases many are 
caught and end in jail to later face deportation. 
“There is no law in Kuwait that allows the transfer 
of Article 20 to Article 18. She added that holders 
of article 20 intended for household helpers and 
laborers should remain in their jobs as they are 
not allowed to work outside. 

“We also cannot condone these violations 
and must follow and respect the set of laws of 

Kuwait” added Atty. Perez. She further warned 
household helpers not be lured by illegal 
recruiters who often use social media, and sadly 
sometimes engage other Filipinos to help them 
engage in this illegal practice. “Do not believe 
in the promises of these recruiters or friends 
and later regret your decisions. All those in such 
situations should approach OWWA immediately 
and report on employers, individuals, agencies 
and illegal companies operating and involved in 
such unlawful practices” stated Atty. Perez. Once 
you violate the law you lose your legal rights,” 
said Atty. Perez in conclusion.

OWWA warns Filipino house helpers
to refrain from residence trade
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 Thought
  for the         e

week
– Henry David Thoreau

Not only must we be good, 
but we must also be good 

for something.

Summer is already here and we are craving for something cool. A light 
refreshing ice cream is perfect for any time of the year in Kuwait, it is 

just that they are even more appealing in spring or summer. 

Mint icecream with choco chips is luscious, creamy and flavorsome. 
Fresh mint and chocolate pair up very well, with fresh mint adding a 
freshness to this homemade ice cream.

Preparation  time :10 minutes.
Chill time :6 to 7 hour
Serving: 3

Ingredients:

• 2 cup heavy whipping cream
• 1 cup sweetened condensed milk
• 1/4 cup semisweet choco chips
• 1/2 tsp mint extract
• 1 tsp finely chopped fresh mint leaves
• 2-3 drops green food color (optional)

Preparation:

• In a large bowl, whip heavy whipping cream until stiff peaks form.
• Add in the condensed milk, food color and mint extract and mint 

leaves.
• Gently fold in the chocolate chips.
• Transfer the mixture into an airtight plastic container, cover with clear 

foil by pressing  directly onto the surface of the ice cream.
• Cover lid and freeze for 6 hours or until firm.
• This choco chips ice cream can be served plain or drizzled with 

chocolate syrup.

RECIPE

Chef Chhaya Thakker

Indian Chef Chhaya Thakker, who has a huge following online on 
WhatsApp and YouTube will be sharing her favorite recipes and 
cooking tips with readers of The Times Kuwait. For feedback, you 
can write to editortimeskuwait@gmail.com 

FOOD

Homemade 
Chocomint Ice Cream

Yogurt is one of the most versatile 
ingredients a home cook can use 
to elevate a meal. There are so 

many varieties, and all are equally delicious. 
It is an indispensable staple to quickly add 
richness, tang, and brightness to all types of 
cooking, from appetizers to desserts.

Here are some of the best ways to integrate yogurt into 
day-to-day cooking:

Make the best simple salad dressing: A spoonful of yogurt 
enriches vinaigrettes, adding texture and tang to any salad. 
A dressing of lemon juice, salt, olive oil, white pepper, and 
yogurt elevates a simple salad of fresh greens and adds zest 
to heartier salads with grilled chicken, poached salmon, or 
nice canned tuna. 

Whip up two-ingredient appetizers: A thick salted yogurt 
drizzled with olive oil and a few herbs or spices makes for an 

excellent dip for crudités, or a phenomenal 
creamy spread for crusty bread.

Enhance soups and stews: Whether 
mixed in while cooking or added as a 

last minute garnish, yogurt adds a rich 
brightness to all sorts of soups, stews, and 

braises. A dollop, perhaps thinned out with olive 
oil or seasoned with finely chopped herbs and citrus 

zest, is the perfect counterpart to anything from a sweet 
root vegetable soup to a hefty meat stew.

Marinade everything in it: For a powerful marinade, 
blend yogurt with whole garlic cloves, fistfuls of fresh herbs, 
plenty of olive oil, ground black peppercorn, and salt.

Before searing, grilling, or broiling, rub this mix inside 
whole fish, cover filets of chicken in it, or let cuts of lamb 
soak it up. The salty and herbaceous yogurt penetrates into 
proteins, amplifying flavor and moisture.

Make sure to set some of this marinade aside to serve 
later as an intense condiment to the finished dish or any side 
vegetables. The following morning, finish it off atop fried 
eggs and crispy potatoes.

Put it on cake: Whatever you regularly bake, try subbing 
yogurt in for other liquids or dairy. Cakes, muffins, and even 
chocolate chip cookies benefit from this twist. To compensate 
for different moisture levels, some experimentation may be 
needed, but the yogurt adds tang and cuts through the 
richness of many sweet dishes.

To top off any scones, cakes, or cookies, make an 
incredibly simple icing using strained yogurt, confectioner’s 
sugar, and lemon juice.

And if you just do not like baking or are pressed for time, 
sweeten strained yogurt with honey and serve it alongside 
seasonal fruit or berries. This is a reliably simple and elegant 
dessert (or breakfast). Take it up a notch by folding in lemon 
zest, a drop of vanilla extract, crushed fennel seeds, or 
toasted sesame oil.

Yogurt
to upgrade 
your dish

To Freeze Tofu

Drain it of the liquid it came in. At this point, you can 
pat it dry and press it to remove excess liquid, but 

it's not necessary. (It may help prevent ice from building 

up on the outside of your tofu pieces, however.)
• Slice the block into thin pieces or chunks, store it in 

an airtight container or plastic bag, and stash in the 
freezer (for up to three months). You can freeze the 
entire block, but it will take longer to thaw.

• Once frozen, thaw the tofu in the refrigerator. (If 
you froze a whole block and are anxious to use it, 
you can simmer the frozen block in water for 15 
minutes before cubing.

• Squeeze or pat any excess water out of the thawed 
tofu, then use as you please (braise it, bake it, stir-
fry it, deep-fry it, marinate it.

• Timing-wise, it is easiest to freeze the tofu 
overnight, then transfer it from the freezer to the 
refrigerator to thaw during the day. By evening 
your tofu is a sponge, ready to absorb the sauces, 
dressings, and marinades you throw at it.
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In recent months, the price 
of building materials in the 
market has risen sharply, 

affecting construction work in the 
country. Ministry of Commerce 
and Industry (MoCI) has assured 
that it will take all necessary steps 
to tighten control over building 
material prices. The ministry 
also warned that legal measures 
would be taken against anyone 
who attempts to exploit the 
consumer’s need for commodities 
by increasing its price in violation 
of existing laws.

However, owners of industries 

and businesses involved in the 
manufacture and sale of building 
materials stressed that the recent 
price hike was due to the lack of 
workers to operate factories at 
their full capacity. They pointed 
out that many of their workers 
were stranded abroad due to 

restrictions imposed on their 
entry by the authorities. As a 
result, businesses have had to 
hire workers at double the wages. 
However, these workers were not 
as experienced as the original 
workers and this caused a fall in 
factory productivity.

 Some owners also pointed 
out that the high prices were not 
a local issue and that the prices 
of raw materials have increased 
globally due to the ongoing 
coronavirus pandemic.

The pandemic has affected 
production worldwide, with 
delivery delays and increased cost 
for transport and material. 

Owners of businesses in the 
building material sector called 
on the authorities to set up a 
mechanism to ensure the return 
of existing and stranded workers 
abroad. They added that this 

would ensure a state of balance 
between supply and demand 
thereby avoiding any sudden 
change in prices of building 
materials.

LOCAL

Building material price increases
linked to lack of workers

Ambassadors of member-States of 
the Organisation Internationale de la 

Francophonie (OIF) represented in Kuwait 
announced last week the creation of the Conseil 
pour la promotion de la Francophonie au Koweït 
(Council for promoting Francophonie in Kuwait). 
This council’s mission will be to support Kuwait in 
its decision to join the Organisation Internationale 
de la Francophonie, while highlighting the use of 
the French language in Kuwait.

Among the Council’s aims are:
• Highlight any action conducted by 

the Organisation Internationale de la 
Francophonie and other francophone 
instances such as the Agence Universitaire 
de la Francophonie (Association of 
Francophone Universities).

• Support initiatives aiming to introduce the 
many faces of Francophonie to Kuwaitis of 
all ages, specifically the youth.

• Reinforce French-speaking contact 
networks in Kuwait.

• Facilitate collaborations between different 
partners during activities related to 
promoting Francophonie.

Comprising the ambassadors of member-
States of the OIF, the Council will be able to 
welcome Kuwaiti personalities from the political, 
administrative, associative, educational and 
cultural sectors, as well as from the civil society 
who are ‘friends of Francophonie’. The Council 
also held its first general assembly last week, 
during which it elected its five-member executive 
committee for the next two years: Argentina, 
Canada, France, Lebanon, and Tunisia. 

 The Council’s members expressed deep 
thanks to His Highness Sheikh Nasser Mohammed 
Al-Ahmed Al-Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Sabah, perfect 
francophone, for graciously accepting the 
Council’s Honorary Presidency and opening its 
first general assembly. In a warm and inspiring 
message addressed in French, His Highness 
underlined the importance of Francophonie and 
the French language in Kuwait, as well as the 
country’s attachment to promoting the learning 
of this language which “contributes to the cultural 
enrichment of the country and its citizens.” 

Moreover, he highlighted the necessity of 
creating a council such as this one to provide 
support and guarantee the maintenance of 
teaching French in Kuwait. Lastly, he outlined 
the importance of adding to this educational 
support a cultural program in order to encourage 
exchanges and daily practice of the French 
language, thus adding to the annual Francophonie 
celebrations in Kuwait, and “encouraging sharing 
ideas and establishing relationships between 
Francophones and Kuwaitis…”. 

Addressing the ambassadors, His Highness 
declared that he places “high hopes in their 
Council and was counting on them to widen the 
sphere of promoting Francophonie through their 
innovative initiatives and their efforts to develop 

an annual cultural and artistic program.”
Though not yet a member of the OIF, even 

though it expressed its desire to join it, Kuwait 
has an active part in the region pertaining to 
Francophonie, since the 1960s. French has indeed 
been taught in Kuwait since 1966, one year before 
the language’s introduction in the Kingdom of 
Bahrain, and three years before signing a ‘cultural 
and technical cooperation’ agreement, on 18 
September 1969, between the French Republic 
Government and the State of Kuwait Government. 

Both countries committed through the 
agreement to “encourage, as much as possible, 
the language, literature and civilization of the 
other country”, and the Kuwaiti Government 
in particular “endeavors to organize and 
develop the teaching of French language in its 
educational institutions.” Forty years after this 
statement of intent, the French language is still 
part of the Kuwait public high school curriculum, 
as a mandatory subject for literary sections and as 
an elective subject for scientific sections. Around 

500 teachers hold this mission in around 150 
public high schools. 

With about 30, 000 learners per year (including 
private school students, mostly of primary and 
middle school age), French is to this day the 
second most learned foreign language in Kuwait, 
after English. The Kuwait University has a very 
active French language Department that offers 
courses all the way to a Masters level.

This Francophone presence is reflected as 
well by the existence in Kuwait of 44 embassies 
representing countries that adhere to the 
Francophonie, a French school (Lycée Français 
de Koweït), a cultural centre (Institut Français 
du Koweït – IFK), a humanities research centre 
(Centre Français de Recherches de la Péninsule 
Arabique – CEFREPA, ex CEFAS) and lastly the 
broadcast of francophone radio RFI.

The Council invites all lovers of French 
language and Francophone cultures to follow its 
social media accounts to keep informed on its 
future events.

Kuwait dresses in the colors of Francophonie
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One of the senior-most and experienced 
women cricketers of Kuwait Cricket 

Club, Mariam Hyder Ali, has been selected for 
the ‘100% Cricket Future Leaders’ program 
organized by the International Cricket 
Council (ICC).

Mariam, an all-rounder and specifically a 
left-arm spin bowler and hard-hitting batter, 
is known for her never-give-up attitude, 

positivity, and for being an enthusiastic team 
player. Mariam has been actively representing 
Kuwait in various international tournaments 
and has been key in many of the team’s 
successes. 

The ICC had earlier announced its inaugural 
ICC Cricket Future leaders Program, to support 
emerging female talents and leaders in cricket 
to encourage new women leaders to take up 
leadership roles. The program received an 
overwhelming response of over 300 applicants 
from 45 different countries, including nine from 
Kuwait. Eventually a total of 40 women were 
selected to be mentored by a group of reputed 
leaders in cricket. 

The six-month long course will kick-off with 
a workshop by renowned former Australian 
international cricketer Belinda Clark. The 
program consists of monthly check-ins and 
a three-month review with the mentees and 
mentors providing guidance and advice to 
reach their best potentials.

Kuwait Cricket Board congratulates the ICC 
for such a brilliant initiative in providing this 
platform to potential women leaders. Moreover, 
Kuwait Cricket Board wishes Mariam Hyder all 
the very best and is confident that this program 
will help her greatly and contribute to the 
development of Women’s Cricket in Kuwait.

KCC player wins spot in 
ICC future leaders program

‘Gray Area’ wins EU’s Chaillot Prize 
for promotion of Human Rights

In recognition of its efforts to advocate 
for the naturalisation of children of 
Kuwaiti women The EU Ambassador to 

the State of Kuwait and the State of Qatar, 
H.E. Cristian Tudor, has presented the 2020 
Chaillot Prize for the Promotion of Human 
Rights in the GCC region to ‘Gray Area’, a 
civil society initiative in Kuwait that aims to 
raise awareness of the social stigmas and 
legal inequalities experienced by children 
of Kuwaiti mothers and non-Kuwaiti fathers. 

The Chaillot Prize is instituted by the 
European Union Delegations in the region, 
along with the Embassies of the Member 
States, as a way of constructively promoting 
Human Rights in the GCC states. The prize 
is awarded each year to a civil society 
organization (CSO) or individuals, for their 
efforts in the promotion of Human Rights 
in the GCC.  The Chaillot Prize is named 
after the Palais de Chaillot in Paris where 
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
was adopted on 10 December 1948 by the 
United Nations General Assembly. The 
announcement of the 2020 Chaillot Prize 
winner took place on 10 December 2020 to 
mark the 72nd anniversary of the adoption 
of the declaration. 

During a small ceremony held to 
announce the award at the EU residence, in 
full adherence to prevailing precautionary 
health measures, Ambassador Tudor said: 

“We are very proud to award this year’s prize 
to Gray Area for their efforts in advocating 
the cause of non-citizen children of Kuwaiti 
mothers and non-Kuwaiti fathers, and 
raising awareness of the ambiguity of some 
of the laws pertaining to them.” He added 
that their efforts have been very noteworthy 
and ought to be highlighted. 

“For us in the EU, promoting and 
defending human rights is at the heart of our 
external policy as they are among the EU’s 
founding values of human dignity, freedom 
and respect for human rights. We do that 
with the hope of creating a better, more just 
world,” said the ambassador.

 A spokesperson from Gray Area said: 

“We would like to thank the Delegation of 
the European Union to the State of Kuwait 
for this award as it highlights our efforts 
towards the urgency of implementing 
gender equality in nationality laws not only 
in Kuwait, but in the region. We would also 
like to thank our community for its endless 
support, and we hope this is the mark 
of many more milestones to come as we 
continue to advocate for the naturalisation 
of children of Kuwaiti mothers.” 

Throughout the past three years, Gray 
Area has been raising awareness about the 
various inequalities surrounding the legal 
rights of children of Kuwaiti mothers. Only 25 
of 197 countries around the world currently 

do not grant women gender equality in 
nationality laws, and 12 of those countries are 
in the Middle East and North Africa region. 

While organisations in the past have 
advocated the topic of naturalisation of 
children of Kuwaiti women from a women’s 
rights perspective, Gray Area is amplifying 
the voices of the children while challenging 
society’s view of women who marry non-
nationals. Their ‘Gray Stories’ campaign 
is a collection of short stories told by 
children of Kuwaiti mothers that highlight 
their struggles. By taking a storytelling 
approach, Gray Area is extending a platform 
for children of Kuwaiti mothers to tell their 
stories in their own way.

BRAZIL
EMBASSY OF

REQUIRES

CHEF

For further details, 

refer to our website 

http://kuaite.itamaraty.gov.br/en-us/News.xml

Director-General of the Public Authority 
for Manpower (PAM) Ahmad Al-Mousa 

postponed the implementation of the 
decision that requires employers to submit 
salary transfer certificates to the local financial 
institutions to issue, renew or transfer work 
permits.

The circular stated that employers are 
allowed to complete transactions related to 
the issuance, renewal, and transfer of work 
permits without attaching the salary transfer 
certificate until further notice.

Salary transfer certificate not required to 
issue, renew or transfer work permits
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Salam Kuwait.  Kuwait 
is a great place and 
I thank Allah for 
blessing me to be in 
this great land for 
around 30 years. 

In 1988, while working for a leading 
engineering company in Hyderabad, India, 
I came across an advertisement in the 
Times of India newspaper from Kuwait Oil 
Company (KOC) for a Senior Engineer to 
work in the company’s Maintenance Service 
Department. I applied for the post based on 
my experience, but soon forgot about it as 
there was no response from the company.

However, in April 1989, I was surprised 
to receive a favorable reply from KOC, 
along with a prepaid airline ticket and an 
invitation to attend an interview in Kuwait. 
Though I knew very little about the country 
or company, I decided to take a chance and 
proceeded to Kuwait for the interview. I was 
impressed by the country and more so by 
the company and following a successful 
interview decided to join KOC.

I joined KOC on 9 July 1989 and retired on 
1 November 2013. However, the Technical 
Expertise Team hired me through a 
Secondment Contract as Projects Engineer 
from 2013 until June 2015. After which I 
worked as Lead Design Engineer until 24 
June 2019 at Gas Projects Management 
Team.

Kuwait Oil Company is an oil company 
headquartered in Ahmadi, Kuwait. It is 
a subsidiary of the Kuwait Petroleum 
Corporation, a Government-owned holding 
company. Kuwait is the world’s 10th largest 
petroleum and other liquids producer and 
fifth-largest exporter in terms of volume of 
crude oil, gas and condensates.

My 30 years in Kuwait with KOC has been 
a long and satisfying journey and forms a 
big part of my life. During this period the 
greatest shock and suffering I experienced 
was the evil invasion of Kuwait by Iraq under 
Saddam Hussein on 2 August, 1990.

It was a Thursday and a KOC holiday. 
Most of us did not know of the invasion 
until late in the afternoon. I was then living 
in a company-provided accommodation 
in Fahaheel. By evening Fahaheel area, 
including markets and our building were all 
occupied by hundreds of Saddam’s soldiers. 
They were shooting wildly on random 
objects and in the air. Terror engulfed all 
people living in Kuwait. 

It was a scary time, we could no longer 
move through the  streets or ground 
adjacent to our residence. We were also 
stopped from going to the beach as news 
spread that the beaches were mined. There 
was a shortage of food and we all had to 
go through unlimited suffering due to 
uncertainties and risky life conditions.

Iraqi soldiers conducted nightly checks 
on apartments, going through each room, 
stores, balconies and wash rooms, asking 
questions about family, job details and 
trying to find if any Kuwaiti or Arab was 
hiding in the flat or nearby. We faced these 
harrowing experiences myriad times. 

After weeks and months of waiting for 
the restoration of Kuwait back to Kuwaitis, 
we finally had to return to India on 24 
September, 1990, thanks to the United 
Nations and the Indian government’s 
evacuation plan. Since Indians were allowed 
to travel, several of us together hired a 
bus driven by an Iraqi by paying from our 
pockets to take us to Queen Alia Camp for 
refugees in Jordan. through Basrah in Iraq 
and into No-Man’s Land on the Iraq-Jordan 
border where we halted for a few hours at 
night. From there we went to Queen Alia 
Camp in Jordan. 

We had to stay in Queen Alia Camps 
for the next 3-4 days. The United Nations 
provided us with sheets and blankets as 
nights in the desert can get very cold. The 
UN also distributed food from trucks and 
the Red Cross/Red Crescent set up medical 
tents. From there we were transported by 
buses to Amman Airport and we queued up 
to get our tickets for Mumbai , before being 
allowed to board a UN sponsored flight

The invasion was met with swift 
condemnation by the international 
community which moved to isolate Iraq 
politically and economically. The UN issued 
several warnings to Iraq to vacate Kuwait, 
but they were ignored. The UNSC then 
issued an ultimatum and authorized the use 
of “all necessary means” to force Iraq out 
of Kuwait, if its troops did not withdraw by 
15 January, 1991. Iraq chose to ignore the 
ultimatum and consequently Operation 
Desert Storm was launched by the UN 
Coalition Forces on 17 January. The 42-day 
operation ended on February 26 after a 
100-hour ground offensive forced Iraq to 
withdraw its troops.

I also cannot forget 16 October 1991, 
when our Kuwait Airways flight re-entered 
Kuwait’s airspace, which was full of smoke 
clouds and flames from the remaining 
burning oil wells. The country was fully 
devastated and in the worst possible 
shape. The atmosphere was awash with 

black soot of hydrocarbons. In the shortest 
time, one would notice clothes with black 
spots, which could not be easily cleaned. 
The sun was not visible most of the time; 
it took quite a long time for restoration of 
normalcy. 

On arrival at KOC premises, we noticed 
that a gigantic task of rebuilding the 
company facilities was to be handled with 
minimal human resources and expenses 
using damaged and temporary offices and 
limited office equipment. Of the Engineering 
Group, only 10-15 percent of mobilization 
was available. I am extremely satisfied that 
we, most of the engineers in our group, 
worked hard and industriously and the 
present status of KOC makes us proud that 
we were part of its growth and progress. 

Looking back on my days with KOC, I 
can state that here I met some of the best 
engineers who love engineering and its 
technical facets. Some of the bosses and 
superiors who valued my sincere guidance 
and suggestions and benefitted from 
proceeding accordingly. My heart salutes 
and thanks to all and every one, wherever 
they are.

One of the best things about living 
in Kuwait was the exposure to people of 
many nationalities, the sheer diversity was 
enlightening. Those who do manage to 
make a life here are relatively comfortable. 
This country has fed my family for almost 30 
years. We have seen almost every phase of 
this country’s modern history. It truly is an 
Arabian dream.

Kuwait - A beloved country
Mohammed Aslam Imadi 

Kuwait Repatriates Welfare Association Hyderabad - President M ASLAM IMADI with Reception Members 
welcoming Sheikh Ahmed Al-Yusuf Al Sabah during Pre-Olympic Games 1991 at Hyderabad India

ASLAM Receiving KOC KPC Appreciation 2011 for Successful 
Execution of EPF 120 MBOPD for Ratqa & Abdali at NK

FEROCIOUS FIRE DUE TO BURNING WELLS AND 
FACILITIES-1991
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Kuwait keen on protecting 
marine environment

Kuwait’s marine environment enjoys 
great official attention, therefore, 
laws and executive regulations 

have been enacted that prohibit any 
encroachment against it. The World 
Environment Day, which falls on 5 June, 
focuses on taking urgent measures to revive 
the damaged ecosystems from forests to 
coasts, In Kuwait, the authorities are keen to 

protect the entire environment, especially 
the marine environment.

In a statement to KUNA, Deputy 
Director-General for Technical Affairs at 
the Environment Public Authority(EPA), Dr. 
Abdullah Al-Zaidan, stressed the importance 
of preserving Kuwait’s environment and 
raising community awareness on the 
necessity of preserving marine life. Al-
Zaidan noted that the EPA plays a vital 
role in protecting the marine environment 
from pollution, preserving its biodiversity, 
applying the needed laws, and following up 
on the implementation of the national plan 
for managing the marine environment. He 
pointed out that the authority guarantees 
the protection of marine biodiversity, as it 
is prohibited to hunt, kill, collect, harm, and 
possess wild or marine habitats or harm 
their young.

In the future, fishing licensing 
requirements will be changed to achieve 

the desired goal of preserving the marine 
environment, he added. He also stressed 
the keenness to implement international 
treaties related to biodiversity protection, 
as Kuwait ratified the CBD Convention for 
the Conservation of Biodiversity in August 
2002, which guarantees the preservation 
of biological diversity, whether in the 
terrestrial or marine environment.

In turn, the head of the Kuwaiti diving 
team affiliated with the Environmental 
Volunteer Foundation, Waleed Al-Fadhel, 
affirmed to (KUNA) the team’s keenness to 
cooperate with various governmental and 
voluntary agencies to remove damage to 
the Kuwaiti marine environment, whether 
on the coast or in the sea. 

Since the team’s establishment in 1986, 
the team has carried out several activities 
and programs aimed at protecting the 
marine environment from pollution, as it 
is the country’s main source, he added. He 

also noted that the team recovered 768 
boats and marine vessels weighing 11,000 
tons and removed harmful waste from 
coasts, harbors, and islands, in cooperation 
with government agencies, weighing 3,711 
tons and lifting neglected fishing nets 
weighing 241 tons.

Head of the Kuwaiti diving 
team affiliated with the 
Environmental Volunteer 
Foundation, Waleed Al-
Fadhel

Deputy Director-General 
for Technical Affairs at 
the Environment Public 
Authority (EPA), Dr. Abdullah 
Al-Zaidan

LOCAL

The annual ‘Mango Mania’ festival that 
celebrates the best of mangoes from 
across the world was held from 2 to 11 

June at LuLu Hypermarket, the undisputed 
heavyweight in the region when it comes to 
hypermarket retailing.

The event was inaugurated at the Al Rai 
branch of LuLu Hypermarket on Wednesday, 
2 June by the Indian Ambassador to Kuwait 
H.E. Sibi George, in the presence of senior 
management of LuLu Hypermarket in Kuwait.

Held across all LuLu Hypermarket outlets 
in Kuwait, the ‘Mango Mania’ promotion has 
grown more popular through the years, and 
has become a yearly-event that is  eagerly 
awaited by customers. This year, the relaxing 
of restrictions following the recent downward 
trend in COVID-19 infections in Kuwait, allowed 
shoppers to feel more comfortable attending 

the festival. Nevertheless, the entire event 
was organized in full adherence to all existing 
health guidelines.

A major draw of the annual ‘Mango Mania’ 
festival is that it allows shoppers to sample, 
select and purchase the finest mangoes and 
mango-related products from across the 
globe. This year was no different, with more 
than 50 varieties of mangoes on display, 
shoppers could pick and choose from an 
international smorgasbord of mangoes 
ranging from sour to sweet to super-sweet 
and in riot of rainbow colors.

The wide range of luscious and exotic 
mangoes on display during the 10-day mango 
festival included all-time favorite Indian brands 
such as Alphonso, Badami, Mallika, Totapuri 
and Rajapuri, as well as choicest mangoes from 
tropical mango paradises worldwide. 

This year, in addition to mangoes in all their 
glorious colors and tastes, there was also a wide 
selection of mango-related products on special 
offer during the promotion, including mango 
juices and smoothies, mango halwa, mango 
payasam, mango snacks, mango curries, 
mango salads, mango pickles, and even mango 
cakes, mousse and muffins as well as mango 
swiss rolls.

Committed to bringing shoppers the 
finest selection of international products at 
competitive prices, LuLu Hypermarket has 
over the years built a large base of discerning 
customers looking for the widest choice 
of high-quality affordable products. It is 
no surprise that these loyal patrons turned 
up in large numbers to participate in the 
celebration of global mangoes at the Mango 
Mania festival.

Mango Mania at LuLu Hypermarket
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Vaccinated travelers from Kuwait 
allowed to enter France

LOCAL

The management and staff of

The Times Kuwait

Express their Heartfelt Condolences to the family of

Mr. Mukesh & Mrs. Alka Kumar
Mr. Ashok & Mrs. Mamta Kalra

on the sad demise of 

Mr. Bhupindra Kumar 
(Brother of Mr. Mukesh Kumar, Mr. Lalit Kumar, Mrs. Mamta Kalra)

on Friday June 4, In New Delhi, India.

Condolences

KUWAIT’S PREMIER WEEKLY NEWS MAGAZINE

May his Soul Rest In Peace

French Embassy announced that 
from Wednesday, June 9, vaccinated 
travelers from Kuwait will be allowed 

to enter the French Republic. The embassy 
classified the countries according to their 
health conditions and placed Kuwait and 
most Arab countries on the orange list.

The arrivals will be required to submit a 
negative PCR test 72 hours before traveling.

The travel restriction of France will change 
from June 9, according to the placement of 
the countries in the following lists-
Green List
No restrictions for vaccinated Passengers

Non-vaccinated passengers must submit 
a negative PCR or genetic test result within 
less than 72 hours of departure.
Orange List
Vaccinated travelers: They must have a 

negative PCR test conducted within 72 
hours of the departure of the flight or a 
genetic test (48 hours).
Non-vaccinated travelers: They must have 
a compelling reason to travel, they must 
submit a PCR test (72 hours) or a genetic test 
(48 hours) with a 7-day isolation period. They 
may also be tested on arrival.

Red List
Vaccinated passengers with a compelling 
reason to travel are allowed to enter France. 
They must submit a negative PCR or genetic 
test result (48 hours) and undergo testing 
upon arrival, and adhere to a 7-day isolation 
period. Non-vaccinated travelers are subject 
to the same conditions and a mandatory 
10-day quarantine to be verified by the 
authorities.

The Minister of Information 
and Culture, Abdul Rahman 

Al-Mutairi, denied the report of a 
foreign embassy concerning human 
rights in the year 2020. These reports 
indicated that 70 websites referred to 
the Public prosecution criticized the 
government’s handling of Covid 19..

Al-Mutairi confirmed, in response 
to a question by Dr. Abdulaziz Al-
Saqabi that the ministry did not 
refer any website to the prosecution 
for criticizing the government’s 
handling of the Corona file, or 
for criticizing the government’s 
work, and therefore there are no 

convictions or innocence rulings 
issued in this regard.

He added that the ministry is 
committed to implementing the 
laws regulating its work, explaining 
that all violations and warnings that 
websites may commit are by Law 
No. 8 of 2016, regulating electronic 

media, which does not include 
criticizing the government’s work.

It is noteworthy that the US 
Embassy in Kuwait published on 
its Facebook page a report on the 
human rights situation for the year 
2020, in which it stated that “the 
Ministry of Information referred 25 

websites to the Attorney General, 
and most of the referrals were due to 
criticizing the government’s way of 
dealing with the COVID-19 crisis.

Minister refutes charges of 
reporting websites to prosecution
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The 16 Indian sailors aboard the MV Ula, 
a cargo ship that had been moored at 
Shuaiba Port for the last 14 months 

pending a court decision, have finally left 
for India following relentless efforts for their 
release by the Indian Embassy.

The 16 joyous seamen who left for Delhi 
on Air India flight AI 1902 from Kuwait 
International Airport on Friday, expressed 
their utmost thanks to the Indian Embassy 

staff, headed by His Excellency Sibi George 
the Indian Ambassador, and to the Kuwait 
authorities for ensuring their release and 
safe return to India.

Since taking charge of the embassy 
in August 2020, Ambassador George 
took the initiative on the matter of the 
stranded seamen and held several rounds 
of discussion with the concerned parties, 
including the Minister of Public Works 

Rana Al-Faris who is in charge of the 
transportation portfolio, in a bid to settle 
the issue and have the sailors repatriated to 
India at the earliest. 

Ambassador George expressed his 
sincere gratitude to the leadership of the 
State of Kuwait and concerned authorities 
who helped in resolving the issue, including 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs; Ministry of 
Communications; Ministry of Interior; Kuwait 

Port Authority and Customs authorities for 
their cooperation and support.

The MV ULA, a bulk cargo carrier 
registered in Palau, an Island Nation in the 
Western Pacific, was detained in Kuwait 
following a legal wrangle between owners 
of the ship based in Qatar and owners of the 
ship’s cargo. A court decision meant that the 
ship was detained when it entered Shuaiba 
Port in mid-April 2020. 

Indian sailors stranded in 
Kuwait fly back home 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

In comparison, the UAE, which topped tourist 
arrivals in the region, received $38.4 billion in 
revenue, with each visitor spending on average 
$1,782 during their stay..

Though inbound tourism is lethargic in Kuwait, 
the same is not true of outbound tourism, which 
has been flourishing in the country for years, 
arguably more so since the invasion of Kuwait 
in 1990. The seven-month occupation of Kuwait 
and its aftermath probably gave a large section of 
Kuwaiti society their first exposure to countries in 
and around the region that provided shelter to the 
‘affluent refugees’. 

Since then, outbound tourism has become an 
almost unavoidable annual ritual for most families, 
with some making two or more leisure trips 
abroad each year. For instance, in contrast to the 
relatively small number of inbound British visitors 
to Kuwait, more than 180,000 travelers from the 
country visited the UK in 2019, with London being 
the preferred destination in Western Europe for 
many families. 

Figures show that outbound travel and tourism 
in Kuwait grew at an average annual rate of 11.16 
percent in the nearly two decades from 2000. 
In general, Kuwaitis, endowed with a sizable 
disposable income, tend to travel a lot. Available 
statistics from UNWTO and other travel databases 
reveal that more than 4.6 million passengers from 
Kuwait traveled abroad in 2019. Not only do they 
travel more, they also spend appreciably more 
at their destinations. In 2019, outbound travelers 
from Kuwait spent in excess of US$15.8 billion 
on international travel and tourism expenditure, 
ranking the country 24th globally in terms of 
expenditure on international tourism. 

A closer look at why Kuwaitis tend to travel 
and spend abroad reveals the dearth of tourism 
attractions and venues in the country. In a highly 
telling condemnation of the limited entertainment 
and leisure infrastructure in the country, most 
people choose to travel abroad to relax even 
during short extended weekend breaks.

Latest numbers from the Directorate-General 
of Civil Aviation (DGCA) show that a  total  of  
21,000  people, mainly citizens, their first-degree 
relatives and the ‘all-important’ domestic helpers, 

traveled during  last month’s  five-day  Eid-al-Fitr 
holidays. Of these numbers, the overwhelming 
majority (76%), or more than 16,000 people, spent 
their brief holiday abroad, while only around 5,000 
came home to celebrate the Eid holidays.

Kuwait lacks many of the tourism inducements, 
both natural and man-made that draw 
international tourists. It lacks the iconic ancient 
attractions found in Jordan and Egypt, the modern 
attractions of Qatar and the UAE, the natural 
beauty and terrain of Oman, or the appeal of 
Bahrain, which despite its small size has made the 
most of its available tourism potential. Even Saudi 
Arabia, long a reclusive state to foreign tourists, 
has since opening up its economy welcomed 
tourists, facilitated their inbound travel, and 
developed attractions to lure visitors. 

Tourist attractions currently available, and new 
ones rapidly coming up in the kingdom, could 
even pose a challenge to the glitzy and glamorous 
venues that have drawn millions of tourists each 
year to Dubai. Unfortunately, Kuwait remains 
far behind the region when it comes to tourism 
offerings, and more sadly, it appears in no rush to 
catch up with its neighbors. 

It is not that Kuwait does not have attractions that 
could be leveraged to attract travelers. Other GCC 
states, especially Dubai the icon of tourism in the 
region, may have the biggest, glitziest and the first 
or best of everything, but Kuwait does have its own 
treasures and charms that may not be immediately 
apparent. It needs to be ferreted out by visitors 
willing to spend the time and effort on discovering 
Kuwait. They would be rewarded with wonderful 
cultural experiences, and interactions with local 
people, especially if they are white caucasian from 
Western Europe, the US, Canada or Australia.

In fact, despite its seeming shortcomings, some 
visitors have indeed waxed eloquently about the 
lovely mix of rich history and youthful culture that 
can be found in Kuwait. But these could at best be 
construed as back-handed compliments, seeing 
how their expectations of the country to begin 
with start from a low base. As they say, sometimes 
the lack of development is an attraction by itself, 
and even travel buffs could consider Kuwait 
among the highlights of their travels. 

While the lack of attractions provide some 
visitors with positive vibes, it also means that the 

travel industry in Kuwait has very little to work on, 
in order to market the country to international 
travelers. However, it is not that Kuwait lacks 
attractions. Kuwait has a storied history, dating 
back to long before the Greek settlements on 
Failaka Island that are currently the country’s 
few claims to antiquity. In fact, Kuwait is now 
being considered an extension of the cradle of 
civilization that existed in the area between the 
Tigris and Euphrates Rivers, where the world’s first 
complex urban centers were discovered. Latest 
archeological findings in Subbiya and elsewhere 
by Polish, Kuwaiti and archeologists from other 
nations, confirm that human settlements have 
existed on this land from the time of the Ubaid 
civilisation more than seven millenia ago. 

Rather than develop and promote these 
findings as a major tourism draw, or at least arrange 
for a virtual museum displaying the artefacts and 
narrating the findings, the authorities appear least 
interested in promoting Kuwait on the global 
tourism map. So it is not the lack of historic sites 
or the absence of attractions, if you are willing to 
dig deeper, figuratively that is, there are plenty 
of opportunities and ideas, especially being put 
forward by young entrepreneurs in the country to 
develop unique entertainment venues in Kuwait.

The government is cognizant of the importance 
of tourism to the country, but it appears 
paralysed when it comes to taking decisions and 
implementing policies designed to foster tourism. 
Since the oil crisis in the 1990s, in particular, after 
the steep fall in oil prices witnessed in mid-2014, 
Kuwait has been eager to move forward with 
diversification, privatization, liberalization and 
deregulation plans so as to support long-term 
sustainable economic growth and development 
of the country. 

The promotion of the tourism industry was 
a core component of these strategies and a 
main focal point of the government’s ambitious 
economic diversification plans. Kuwait also made 
tourism an integral element in its New Kuwait 
2035 strategic vision that aims to transform the 
country to a financial, trade and cultural hub. 
Sadly, very little of these plans have materialized 
and most remain confined to reports and 
surveys. Meanwhile, citizens and expats in a rare 
concurrence of views, continue to chorus about 

the lack of attractions and affordable recreational 
venues, which could make life more enjoyable and 
less monotonous in this country. 

Tourism experts say that although Kuwait has 
all the potential to be a tourist destination, the 
government does not have any practical, long-
term plans or policies on tourism, or even an 
effective tourism entity tasked with promoting 
developments in this sector. They point out 
that the absence of recreational facilities, which 
makes the tourism sector almost non-existent in 
the country, has worsened with the scrapping of 
available facilities, including with the dismantling 
of entertainment city, the  closure of Shaab Park, 
and shuttering of the lone ice-skating rink in the 
country. The morbid inbound tourism sector could 
be rejuvenated and the country made attractive 
to international travelers, if the government has a 
serious desire to do so.

Among some of the suggestions offered by 
young entrepreneurs in the country to develop 
a distinctive tourism infrastructure and unique 
entertainment projects are for the government to: 

Provide land for entertainment projects and 
support investment in this sector; Encourage the 
private sector by allocating Build-Operate-Transfer 
(BOT) licenses for recreational projects. Designate 
Kuwait’s offshore islands for development and 
management by specialized local companies 
with legal and ethical restraints in place. Attract 
foreign investments to the tourism sector through 
roadshows and other marketing tools. Finally, 
it is also important to facilitate visa procedures, 
including e-visas for all foreigners, not just those 
from a few select countries, so as to encourage 
inbound tourism to a wider international audience.

However, for this to happen, the government 
needs to have a clear vision and interest to support 
and promote domestic tourism, as well as to place 
Kuwait on the global inbound tourism map. But the 
authorities apparently have no time for such mundane 
tasks, they have more important issues to handle at 
hand, including the matter of who sits where in the 
august Abdullah Al-Salem Hall in parliament. 

But while the executive and legislative play 
musical chairs in parliament, the opportunity to 
develop a robust tourism industry in Kuwait is 
slipping away, just as so many other opportunities 
in various sectors have in the past.

Kuwait Tourism: A long road to nowhere
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Pakistan’s Minister of Interior Sheikh 
Rashid Ahmed has said that the 
authorities in Kuwait had lifted a ban 

on issuing commercial and family visas to 
Pakistani citizens, which has been in place 
since 2011. He added that visas had also 
been approved for Pakistani technicians 
working in the oil and banking sectors.

However due to Covid restrictions 
Pakistanis will have to wait until Kuwait 
opens its airspace as well as begins issuance 
of new visas. Issuance of all kinds of visas 
are suspended until further notice except 
for those persons required as part of urgent 
necessity such as medical and certain 
technical professions.

The Pakistan minister, who is on a two-
day official visit to Kuwait, had met earlier 
with His Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh 
Sabah Khalid Al-Hamad Al-Sabah, as well 
as held bilateral talks with his Kuwaiti 
counterpart, Interior Minister Sheikh Thamer 
Ali Sabah Al-Salem Al-Sabah.

During a press conference held at the 
Pakistan Embassy on the sidelines of his 

visit to Kuwait, Minister Ahmed said that 
Pakistani citizens who have valid residency 
in other Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) 
states, would now be able to obtain an online 
electronic visa through Kuwait’s Ministry of 
Interior website. He also noted that he had 
been assured that the authorities in Kuwait 
were looking at opening up other types of 
visas for Pakistani citizens in the immediate 
future.

Pointing to the recent despatch of around 
1,000 Pakistani medical personnel, including 
doctors and nurses, to support Kuwait in 
its fight against the coronavirus pandemic, 
the visiting minister said that Pakistan 
remains ready to provide Kuwait with the 
competencies it needs in various fields.

With regard to the ongoing global 
COVID-19 crisis, Minister Ahmed said the 
situation in his country was quite reassuring, 
and that the authorities there had permitted 
the opening of all shops and commercial 
markets across the country.

On another note, the minister revealed 
that as soon as travel between the two 

countries was normalized, arrangements 
would be made to transfer the 72 Pakistani 
prisoners undergoing jail sentences in 
Kuwait back to Pakistan. However, he 
clarified that, “only 6 percent of Pakistani 
prisoners serving sentences in Kuwait have 
expressed a desire to return to their home-
country.”

In response to a question about 
coordination between the two countries 
with regard to security issues, Minister 
Ahmed said, “I think that the region is on the 
verge of developments in which the security 
situation will improve. He also lauded 
the efforts exerted by Kuwait in bringing 
about the reconciliation and restoration of 
cohesion among GCC states. He also praised 
Kuwait’s role in resolving regional issues and 
its pursuit of ensuring peace and stability 
among all countries in the region.

He stressed that his country’s Prime 
Minister Imran Khan had called for the need 
to unify the efforts of the Islamic nation to be 
able to face all the challenges surrounding 
it, pointing out that he discussed with his 

Kuwaiti counterpart a number of issues 
and files of common interest, as well 
as supporting and strengthening the 
cooperation mechanism in the security 
field, especially in the field of exchanging 
information and experiences between the 
interior ministries of the two countries.

He also stressed that the relations 
between his country and the Gulf states were 
now at its best level, and that this underlined 
Pakistan’s view of the critical role Gulf states 
play in the region on various issues.

Kuwait lifts ban on visas for Pakistanis

Children over 12 
to receive Pfizer-
BioNTech vaccine

Ministry of Health (MoH) is said to have 
drawn up plans to vaccinate children 

between the ages of 12 and 15  with the Pfizer-

BioNTech vaccine, in order to protect them 
before the start of schools in September.

Around 200,000 children in the mentioned 
age group are expected to receive the 
vaccination over the next few months. 
Vaccination of children over the age of 12 with 
the Pfizer BioNTech vaccine has been approved 
by health authorities in a number of countries, 
including the United States, Canada, and other 
countries, as well as received approval from the 
European Union Commission.

Data from the Ministry of Education show 
the number of children between the ages of 12 
and 15 in Kuwait, including Kuwaitis and non-
Kuwaitis. 

There are 57,167 students 12 years old (33,083 
Kuwaitis and 24,084 non-Kuwaitis); 55,735 who 
are 13 years old (32,520 Kuwaitis and 23,315 
non-Kuwaitis); 53,566 aged 14 years (31,705 
Kuwaitis and 21,861 non-Kuwaitis); and 51,705 
students aged 15 years (31,042 Kuwaitis and 
20,663 non-Kuwaitis).

Prudent monetary measures taken by the 
Central Bank of Kuwait (CBK), at the start 

of the global pandemic in Kuwait, has ensured 
monetary and financial stability in the country 
during the ongoing health crisis. As a result of 
early interventions and timely responses, the 
country today has one of the strongest, safest 
and most stable financial system in the region, 
said the Governor of Central Bank of Kuwait, Dr. 
Muhammad Youssef Al-Hashel.

Speaking during an interview with local media, 
the governor said that past crises, including the 
global financial crisis in 2008 and the precipitous 
fall of oil-prices in 2014, had taught the bank 
valuable lessons that allowed it to be prepared 
and to respond effectively when the current 
COVID-19 crisis struck.  He added that although 
the current crisis was caused by non-economic 
reasons, it led to the suspension of production, 
and a simultaneous decline in both supply and 
demand. This led to huge economic and job 
losses, which accompanied by the deterioration 
of oil prices, posed a double challenge to the oil-
producing countries.

However, the proactive approach by the CBK 
in drawing up prudent monetary policies that 
involved, among others, maintaining interest 
rates at levels that promote healthy growth of 
the economy in its various sectors, allowed the 

country to avoid the financial repercussions 
witnessed in other places.  The work done by CBK 
over the years to consolidate the foundations 
of good governance by building a system of 
policies and procedures that control the banking 
sector with the highest standards of governance 
practiced globally, paid off when the crisis struck, 
said the CBK chief. The banking sector entered 
the pandemic from a position of strength and 
remained resilient throughout. Even though 
business and operational elements suffered due 
to lockdowns and curfews, the banks’ financials 
have depicted healthy capital adequacy, strong 
asset quality and good profitability.

“Even though we’re not out of the woods yet, 
the Kuwaiti banking sector remains sound and 
continues to perform its vital role in the economy. 
We expect banks to hopefully overcome this crisis 
very soon,” said the governor.

Kuwait’s financial system 
resilient to weather the crisis

Electricity consumption 
soars as summer sizzles

With summer having set in, there are already 
indications that electricity consumption this 

year could cross into red-line territory. Last week 
the country registered an average temperature of 
470 C, four degrees above the historical average 
for this time of the year.

The atypical high temperature for this period 
has led to a significant hike in the consumption of 
electricity. Data from the Ministry of Electricity and 
Water (MEW) showed electricity consumption, 
which on Tuesday, 1 June was 14,250 megawatts, 

soared by over 250 megawatts in a day to touch 
14,506 megawatts on 2 June.

However, MEW appeared unperturbed by 
this sudden surge and the Minister of Electricity 
and Water, Dr. Mishaan Al-Otaibi said in a 
statement that the expected maximum load 
this summer is 16,000 megawatts and that the 
Ministry of Electricity is always ready for the 
worst eventualities. Unlike in the past, when 
summer would bring current brown-outs and 
black-outs, the ministry is said to be having 
sufficient production capacity to meet Kuwait’s 
energy needs. The current installed capacity for 
electricity production is reported to be around 
20,000 megawatts.

LOCAL
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ExxonMobil recently announced a 
five-year plan to reduce greenhouse-
gas emissions and is pumping out 

ads proclaiming its commitment to a green 
future. Tobacco giant Philip Morris is touting 
its plans to help smokers quit. Facebook is 
calling for new internet regulations. And 
these moves come less than two years after 
the Business Roundtable, representing 
the CEOs of America’s largest corporations, 
issued a statement calling for business to 
serve all stakeholders.

Are today’s corporate executives ushering 
in a new era of corporate responsibility? Or 
are they merely protecting their own power?

For decades, business leaders and 
prominent academics believed that 
corporations’ sole commitment was to 
their shareholders. Previously a fringe view, 
the publication of a New York Times op-ed 
by Milton Friedman in 1970 – “The Social 
Responsibility of Business Is to Increase Its 
Profits” – moved this perspective toward the 
mainstream. It gained further momentum 
within academia following a number 
of articles by Harvard Business School’s 
Michael Jensen, who offered theoretical and 
empirical support for Friedman’s doctrine. 
For example, in one influential paper, 
Jensen and Kevin Murphy of the University 
of Southern California estimated that 
the average CEO’s pay increased by only 

$3.25 for every $1,000 of value he created, 
pointing to the need for an even tighter 
link between executive compensation and 
shareholder value.

But this academic research was following 
more than leading the trend. By the 1980s, 
CEOs like General Electric’s Jack Welch 
and scores of management consulting 
companies had already normalized the 
preoccupation with shareholder value. 
Corporations started downsizing their 
workforces, limiting wage growth, and 
offshoring tasks – all in the name of 
delivering better value to shareholders.

Although proponents of shareholder 
primacy would not have approved of the 
type of fraud that became associated with 
Enron, WorldCom, and others, it was easy to 
see how an obsession with increasing the 
stock price might lead some executives to 
go too far. There is now growing agreement 
that maximizing shareholder value should 
not be a corporation’s sole aim. Less obvious, 
however, is what model should be adopted 
instead. Should we draw up a new charter 
for executives so that they feel empowered 
to consider a broader set of interests? The 
Business Roundtable seems to think so. But 
I would caution against any solution that 
gives even more discretion to management. 
The problem with shareholder primacy 
wasn’t only that it created an obsession 
with stock prices and pitted workers against 
shareholders; it was that it handed a massive 
amount of power to top managers.

Many CEOs now run their companies 
according to their own personal vision. 
There is very little social oversight, and 
executive compensation has soared. Despite 
the unprecedented hardship caused by the 
pandemic, CEOs of hard-hit companies took 
home tens of millions of dollars last year.

When inordinately empowered CEOs 
receive a vague mandate to pursue 
stakeholder interests as they see fit, abuses 
are sure to follow. Some companies might 
funnel millions of dollars to their CEOs’ pet 
project (be it the Metropolitan Museum of 
Art or a preferred charter school program), 
or to “philanthropic” causes that are really 
just veiled forms of influence-peddling.

Under the current incentives structure, 
there is little stopping corporations from 
collecting huge amounts of consumer 
data, disempowering workers and citizens, 
and establishing tyrannical new forms of 
surveillance – even as they are advertising 
their philanthropy and virtue. There is 
certainly nothing that prevents them from 
pursuing excessive automation to reduce 
labor costs, destroying jobs just to eke out a 
few more bucks for shareholders. The way to 
reverse these anti-social trends is through a 
two-pronged approach that is very different 
from what the Business Roundtable would 
prefer.

First, the legal and institutional 
constraints on top executives need to be 
strengthened. For too long, managers have 
avoided criminal prosecution for criminal 
behavior. Even the colossal abuses leading to 
the 2008 financial crisis went almost entirely 
unpunished. As journalist Jesse Eisinger 

points out, today’s executive-friendly legal 
landscape owes much to ambitious, selfish 
prosecutors’ tendency to eschew criminal 
charges against businesses and managers in 
order to further their own careers.

More importantly, legislation is needed 
to set clearer red lines. It should not be 
left to CEOs to decide whether to engage 
in aggressive tax avoidance and then pay 
themselves with the proceeds. It should 
not be optional for companies to reduce 
their carbon footprint. And we urgently 
need to redirect technological change by 
pushing corporations away from incessant 
automation. These issues all bear on our 
prospects for maintaining a functioning 
society; they must not be left to the goodwill 
of self-interested CEOs.

The second prong is complementary 
to the first. ExxonMobil, Philip Morris, and 
Facebook are virtue signaling because they 
are under increasing pressure from civil 
society, not because their CEOs suddenly 
have become more public-spirited. That 
kind of pressure is needed now to block any 
reforms that would give executives even 
more discretion. But civic activism works 
better when laws specify what counts as 
unacceptable corporate behavior, be it tax 
evasion, excessive automation, pollution, 
or accounting tricks to enrich shareholders 
and greedy managers.

There is no reason to believe that 
ExxonMobil, Philip Morris, and Facebook 
are committed to overhauling their socially 
destructive business models. Their public-
relations efforts reflect the pressure they 
are feeling. Civic activism is starting to work, 
and it could become even more effective.

But that will take better organizing and 
stronger demands on corporations – not 
whitewashing campaigns designed to 
defuse criticism and demobilize the critics.

Corporate responsibility is too important 
to be left to corporate leaders.

ISSUES

CEOs Are the Problem
DARON ACEMOGLU
Professor of Economics at MIT, is co-
author (with James A. Robinson) of 
Why Nations Fail: The Origins of Power, 
Prosperity and Poverty and The Narrow 
Corridor: States, Societies, and the Fate 
of Liberty.
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Philippine physician’s clinic 
provides care with a heart
By- Ricky Laxa
Staff Writer

Filipina General Practitioner and ER 
physician Dr. Ems Grantos, opened her 

clinic to the public last week, with a cutting of 
the ceremonial ribbon along with Philippine 
Vice Consul Adrian Baccay. The event was also 
graced by physicians from different hospitals in 
Kuwait.

Speaking to The Times Kuwait from her clinic 
located on the 7th floor of Jarallah Clinic in 
Hawally Dr. Grantos stated that she opened her 
own clinic to allow her to see her daughter to 
college and be able to still be with her in times 
when she needs her as a mother. Dr. Grantos 
also mentioned that adding more staff that 
includes physicians will materialize soon, but as 
of now she caters to the needs of patients.

“I wanted to introduce to Filipinos the latest 
technologies not only in general medicine 
but dermatological diseases and incorporate 
aesthetic treatment and services that include 
lasers, facial rejuvenation, body sculpting, and 
more” stated Dr. Grantos.  Chronic diseases such 
as diabetes, hypertension, asthma, and any 
other medical cases can be availed in her clinic. 
“I have been providing continuous care to many 
of my patients since 2006 and I am overjoyed 
that they are still with me till today” added Dr. 
Gratos.

“I thank God for giving me this opportunity 
to further my service to everyone, to my 
Kuwait Sponsor and Chief Executive Officer Dr. 
Ali Jarallah my heartfelt gratitude and most 
especially to our ’Kababayans’ (compatriots) 
who inspired me to create a significant logo 
that best describes our services — ‘Filipino 

care with a heart’, with affordable Filipino prices 
regardless of nationality,” said Dr. Grantos.

Dr. Emerlita Grantos has 25 years of 
experience in the medical field. She graduated 
from St. Paul’s College with a major in Biology 
and Doctor of Medicine at Manila Central 
University. She has served as General Physician 
at Divine Mercy Polyclinic, Emergency Doctor 
at E. Zarate Hospital, and General Physician 
in several clinics.  Dr. Grantos’ areas of 
specialization include: General Diseases, Disease 
Prevention, Health Education, Nutritional 
and Diet Care, Vaccinations, Onychectomy, 
employment examinations, and Primary care of 
chronic diseases such as hypertension, diabetes, 
asthma, GIT disease, arthritis, and more.

Dr. Grantos has been an ER physician at Al 
Rashid Hospital for ten years prior to joining 
the Al Jarallah Medical Center. She is also in the 
service of Overseas Filipino Workers in several 
medical missions organized by organizations, 
and the Philippine Overseas Labor Office and 
Overseas Workers Welfare Administration.
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One of the economic challenges 
facing all Western governments in 
these uniquely testing times is how 

to redress geographic inequalities that have 
emerged over several decades. Tackling 
this problem will require policymakers 
to adjust their perspective and adopt a 
much more holistic approach to economic 
development.

In the United Kingdom, regional 
inequality has given rise to its own 
vocabulary: the ‘red wall’ of longtime 
Labour but now Conservative electoral 
constituencies in England’s former 
industrial heartlands, and the imperative 
of ‘leveling up’ the country to bring about a 
more equitable economic balance between 
the struggling north and the richer south. 
But many governments face the same 
challenge of restoring prosperity to rural 
communities and small towns that have not 
shared in the economic boom enjoyed by 
large urban areas.

The pandemic-induced trend of working 
from home might temper these underlying 
economic dynamics, but it is unlikely 
to reverse them. The most productive 
businesses in today’s services-oriented 
Western economies are those best able to 
attract highly skilled employees, and that 
rely on ‘tacit’ knowledge, or know-how — 
insights that are impossible to write down 
in detail.

This type of expertise tends to cluster 
together, because knowledge workers thrive 
on the presence of other similar people 
with whom to share ideas, and they also 
like environments with abundant cultural 
amenities. This has produced today’s well-
known clusters in technology, the creative 
sector, finance, and professional services. 

Platforms such as Zoom and Microsoft 
Teams have kept such know-how businesses 
going through the pandemic, but they are an 
imperfect substitute for exchanging ideas in 
person: nobody schedules a Zoom meeting 
to share a serendipitous idea that came to 
mind while they were making coffee.

If this ‘superstar’ clustering resumes 
as the pandemic fades, the momentum 
toward ever-increasing geographic 
inequality could become inexorable. We 
might then have to learn to live with large 
differences in economic outcomes and 
even life expectancy across the space of a 
few miles. There is no shortage of policy 
ideas to halt or reverse this uneven trend. 

Infrastructure investment tops the list, 
and is needed anyway after decades of 
failure to maintain or enhance assets that 
are essential enablers of productivity and 
growth. But many infrastructure projects, 
some involving new bridges or expansion 
of broadband, have not had the hoped-for 
impact on the places they were intended to 
help. Such investments on their own will be 
insufficient. Economically disadvantaged 
areas need other kinds of public and 

private investment, including in skills, new 
technology adoption by businesses of all 
kinds, health, education, and other key 
social infrastructure.

But even this wish list of desirable policies 
will not be enough to trigger a virtuous 
cycle of growth in ‘left-behind’ places 
in the absence of better coordination of 
government policies, public spending, and 
private investment decisions. An economy 

is like an orchestra: it will not perform if 
some sections, say, the woodwinds, or the 
strings, are missing. In unproductive areas, 
policymakers need to fix the economy’s 
entire underlying structure by lining up all 
its parts.

Policymakers must therefore break 
with the conventional pattern of clever 
analysts devising a strategy and handing 
it over to others to implement. Public-
interest technology, sometimes referred to 

as ‘govtech’, demonstrates the integrated 
approach that will be needed. As recent 
books focusing on the United States and 
the UK make clear, digitizing public services 
to make them more efficient opens a path to 
redesigning the processes involved, rather 
than simply replacing paper with bytes.

The key change in perspective needed 
to deliver better outcomes more cheaply 
and efficiently is to design policies from 

the viewpoint of users and administrators, 
rather than that of the policy analyst. An 
abundance of evidence from the US and 
the UK shows that talking to the people 
involved reveals vital information.

In many cases, the barriers to a 
government service’s uptake or success 
may lie in a completely different policy 
domain, whose analysts would otherwise 
never imagine that their contribution could 
be useful. 

For example, the lack of a bus service 
or after-school childcare may affect an 
unemployed person’s ability to take part 
in a training program. The powerful logic 
of designing a digital process uncovers the 
analog landscape through which people 
are forced to navigate.

Of course, better bus services are not 
the solution to the leveling-up challenge 
(although in some countries they may prove 
surprisingly important). But recognizing the 
need for a holistic approach to regional 
development is essential to address the 
problem. The real breakthrough will come 
from making such collaboration happen.

Digitalization has been transforming 
how businesses operate since the 1990s. It 
can do the same for government policies, 
so that they better serve all citizens, no 
matter where they live.

Leveling Up Is Hard to Do
EXCLUSIVE to THE TIMES KUWAIT

An economy is like an orchestra: it will not 
perform if some sections, say, the woodwinds, or 
the strings, are missing. In unproductive areas, 
policymakers need to fix the economy’s entire 
underlying structure by lining up all its parts.

DIANE COYLE
Professor of Public Policy at the 
University of Cambridge, is the author, 
most recently, of Markets, State, and 
People: Economics for Public Policy.
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Our world is extraordinarily inefficient. 
We waste enormous quantities of 
energy, water, raw materials, and 

food. We even waste our waste and the 
precious resources it contains. We do so 
not necessarily because we lack ecological 
awareness, but rather because the society 
we live in is built on the myth of infinite 
resources.

Sustaining this situation of false 
abundance is morally unacceptable when 
a large part of the world’s population lacks 
what a small part routinely wastes. It also 
has a considerable financial cost now that 
technologies exist to end this waste.

While some are considering economic 
degrowth as an option to achieve global 
climate targets and other environmental 
goals, there is a much stronger case for 
adopting technologies that allow us 
to become more efficient. That means 
replacing old polluting infrastructure with 
cleaner modern systems.

The good news is that the resulting 
efficiency gains outweigh the financial cost 
of the transition. Better still, we will not have 
to sacrifice economic growth in the process. 
Over the past four years, the Solar Impulse 
Foundation has selected and labeled more 
than 1,000 products, services, and processes 
that can greatly increase efficiency in the 
fields of mobility, construction, agriculture, 
industry, energy, and water.

Efficiency is the ability to achieve the 
most with the least. Energy efficiency, for 
example, means maximizing service while 
minimizing consumption.

The search for efficiency long had a 
bad reputation because of the so-called 
rebound effect, a perverse phenomenon 
whereby technological improvements 
result in increased resource consumption. 
The British economist William Stanley 
Jevons first described it in 1865. The 
emergence of more efficient steam engines, 
he observed, led to greater coal use.

But Jevons was observing conditions 
in a totally free market. Today, ecological 
regulations and incentives to reduce 

consumption, such as carbon taxes, help 
to preserve the environmental gains of 
efficiency. Moreover, rebound effects 
work both ways: current heightened 
environmental awareness could produce 
a positive effect, whereby a household 
spends the economic gains from lower 
energy costs on a healthier diet or the 

purchase of an electric vehicle.
In any case, efficiency must be part 

of our overall response to the climate 
challenge. The International Energy Agency 
estimates that today’s technologies could 
reduce our electricity consumption by 
about 3,000 terawatt hours, or more than 
10 percent of the total in some regions and 
5 percent globally. By 2040, this potential 
for improvement will almost double, to 
roughly a quarter of total consumption.

This is because energy-management 

systems in recent years have become 
able to limit generation and distribution 
losses and support increasing shares of 
variable and distributed renewables while 
increasing grid flexibility. 

They have also become much smarter, 
integrating external data sources such as 
weather conditions and traffic patterns. 

Using artificial intelligence, these advanced 
systems can forecast energy demand more 
accurately and improve grid-response 
capabilities.

Public policies to boost efficiency 
would also improve access to electricity for 
the 13 percent of the world’s population 
still without it. As the global standard 
of living increases, we must ensure that 
new consumption demand, including for 
electricity, goods, and mobility, is met with 
efficient devices. That way, we can reconcile 

greater prosperity with adherence to our 
environmental commitments.

Technologies that boost efficiency are 
not limited to the energy sector. We are 
also wasting huge amounts of water at a 
time when scarcity is affecting hundreds of 
millions of people — often fueling conflict, 
displacement, and other disruptions of lives 
and livelihoods. But today’s technologies 
enable us, for example, to allocate the 
minimum quantity of water needed to 
increase agricultural yields.

The responsibility of policymakers 
today is to set higher efficiency standards 
in every sector. This will increase demand 
for clean and efficient technologies and 
thus encourage innovative firms to bring 
them to market. Such regulations would 
be hard to accept if they penalized citizens 
and undermined economic growth. But 
new green technologies do exactly the 
opposite: they increase corporate profits 
and create jobs.

As a result, we can now finally escape 
from the sterile debate pitting economic 
growth against ecological stewardship. The 
two must go hand in hand. Clean, efficient, 
and profitable technologies are available 
today, and the faster we implement them, 
the more will be available tomorrow.

Waste Less, Earn More
BERTRAND PICCARD   
Founder and Chairman of the Solar 
Impulse Foundation.

EXCLUSIVE to THE TIMES KUWAIT

The International Energy Agency estimates 
that today’s technologies could reduce our 

electricity consumption by about 3,000 terawatt 
hours, or more than 10 percent of the total in 

some regions and 5 percent globally. 
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Over the course of human evolution through hundreds of 
thousands of years, the body has retained a fervid biological 
drive to eat and to hang on to calories. This probably 

evolved as a protection against extended periods of going without 
access to food. 

When you burn more calories than you have eaten, your body 
reacts by stimulating your appetite and delaying the message when 
you are satiated or full. Specifically, it releases more hunger hormone 
ghrelin and less of the peptides that enable the gut to signal to 
the brain to quit eating. This well-established concept is known as 
homeostasis. 

But studies have shown that Western convenience diets, rich in 
fats and sugars, have exploited a different impulse to eat. While 
homeostasis is controlled by hormone signals between the gut 
and the brain, the separate urge to eat originates in the brain’s 
reward system that is also associated with addiction. Experts 
term this as ‘hedonic eating’, after Hedone, the Greek goddess of 
pleasure. Hedonic appetite is stoked by the fatty, sugary, artificially 
enhanced foods. 

Hedonic eating has been implicated as one of the biggest reasons 
for obesity, as diets in many Western and other nations have become 
inundated with fast foods and other easy-to-partake highly processed 
foods that our pleasure-seeking brains compel us to eat.

In particular, sweet foods flood the brain with the chemical 
signal dopamine. Once triggered, people may seek them out over 
and over again for the jolt of pleasure they bring. Under this theory, 
a hankering for doughnuts could be as hard-wired as a craving for 
heroin or alcohol.

But, just as our body does not require addictive substances, they 
do no not need the extra calories in fast foods. Doctors say that the 
obesity epidemic has nothing to do with the need for calories. It has 
everything to do with wanting more food and the pleasure from 
certain foods, while the calories are just along for the ride.

And those tasty triggers are everywhere. Ultra-processed foods 
such as soft drinks and fruit drinks, breads, breakfast cereals, chips, 
and frozen pizzas make up almost 60 percent of many Western daily 
calories. These foods are combinations of sugar, salt, fats, artificial 
flavoring, color, and texture — precisely calibrated industrial recipe 
for temptation.

And, once you gain those kilos, any attempts to shed them usually 
backfire. Health experts estimate that for every kilo drop in weight 
your waistline gets saddled with 130 more calories a day. Drop 5 kilos 
and your body is likely to prompt you to eat  650 more calories a day.

Your body claws back the lost weight by slowing your resting 
energy burn so you need fewer calories while it also ramps up hunger 
hormones and turns down hormones that make us feel full. The net 
result is that you want to eat more than before you slimmed down.

While homeostatic hunger has a built-in cue to stop, hedonic eating 
is harder to control as there is no off-switch when we have had more 
than we need. Researchers at Drexel University in the US, studying 
why some people stop after a few bites of a treat while others keep 
on eating, say it could be a mixture of our genes, environment, and 
whether the brakes in our brain, the inhibitory response that helps us 
resist impulsive behavior, is sufficiently strong.

The researchers have developed a new technique, called Inhibitory 
Control Training, to help people overcome eating just for pleasure. 
The training is based on the ‘dual-process model of self-control’. The 
idea is that everyone has an impulsive side that gives into rewarding 
temptations, but we also have a rational side of our brains that can 
stop those impulses to align our behavior with our goals.

The training aims to strengthen the rational thought process so 
that you reach for that stalk of broccoli instead of a bag of pretzels.
To study its impact, researchers recruited people who said they 
ate sugary foods at least three times a day. They divided the study 
participants into two main groups. One group received inhibitory 
control training, while the other went through a sham exercise. 
Everyone then went on a no-sugar diet. They completed their training 
every day at home.

By the end of the study, the two groups showed little differences 
in weight loss. But when researchers parsed the data more closely, 
they found that the training paid off the most for people whose 
cravings for sweets were the strongest. After 8 weeks of inhibitory 
control training, those who were the most intensely tempted by 
sugar lost about 50 percent more weight than their counterparts in 
the placebo group.

The researchers admit that their technique is not yet ready for roll-
out to the wider public, but it nevertheless provides proof of principle 
that hedonic hunger can be controlled.

Insatiable appetite, a sign of hedonic hunger
Benefits of omega-3 
supplements 
questionable
Evidence from innumerable studies attest that 

people consuming one to two servings of 
seafood per week are less likely to die of heart disease 
than those who do not. In particular, oily fish, such 
as salmon, mackerel and tuna, are a rich source of 
omega-3 fatty acids that are shown 
to be beneficial to the heart and 
help protect against cardiovascular 
diseases.  But not all omega-3 fatty 
acids are equal.

The three main omega-3 fatty 
acids are alpha-linolenic acid (ALA), 
eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA), and 
docosahexaenoic acid (DHA). ALA 
is found mainly in plant oils such as 
flaxseed, soybean, and canola oils. 
DHA and EPA are found in fish and 
other seafood.

ALA is an essential fatty acid, which means that 
your body cannot make it, so you must obtain it from 
the foods and drinks you consume. Your body can 
convert some ALA into EPA and then to DHA, but only 
in very small amounts. Therefore, getting EPA and 
DHA from foods,(and dietary supplements if you take 
them, is the only practical way to increase levels of 
these omega-3 fatty acids in your body.

Many people take supplements that contain 
omega-3 fatty acids in the belief that these will also 
help protect them against cardiovascular disease. The 

combination of EPA and DHA that are often found in 
omega-3 supplements, may void the benefits that 
patients and their doctors hope to achieve, says a 
new study. Earlier research had suggested that only 
high doses of EPA appear to reduce the risk of major 
adverse cardiovascular events, However, a recently 
published clinical trial has found no reduction in risk 
for people with high cardiovascular risk who took a 
supplement that contained a combination of EPA 
and DHA.

The new study conducted by researchers at 
the University of Utah in the United States found 
that although high levels of EPA in the blood were 
associated with a reduced risk of major cardiac events 

and death, rising levels of DHA 
appeared to negate these benefits.

For their study, the researchers 
drew on studies of 35,000 blood 
samples from nearly 25,000 patients 
and their medical records. They then 
randomly selected 987 individuals 
who had received a first heart 
scan between 1994 and 2012 and 
quantified their plasma levels of EPA 

and DHA. At the time of their scan, 
41 percent had obesity, and 42 percent had severe 
coronary artery disease.

Over the next 10 years, 31.5 percent of all the 
patients had a major adverse cardiovascular event, 
which the team defined as all-cause death, heart 
attack, stroke, or heart failure.  The researchers 
discovered that people with the highest levels of EPA 
in their blood at the time of their first scan were less 
likely to experience a major cardiovascular event. 
While those with more DHA than EPA in their blood 
had an increased risk of heart problems compared 
with those with higher levels of EPA.




